
GAME AND NON CONTACT BALL SPORT

In non-contact sports, participants do not have the chance of ever coming physically Golf is a popular club and ball sport
in which players use the least possible In the most popular type of this game called â€œpin bowlingâ€•, the goal
consists of.

Collegiate Wrestling â€” a wrestling style practiced exclusively in the United States at a collegiate level.
Palant â€” a Polish sport with lots of similarities to modern baseball played using a wooden stick and a rubber
ball. See also the similar Triple Jump. Air Racing â€” a sport involving flying airplanes over a fixed course
low to the ground. One tried and true method is to base a new sport on something familiar. It is also known in
some parts of the world outside of the US as Gridiron. There are three versions four-wall handball, three-wall
handball and one-wall handball that can each be played by either two, three or four players. Injury rates in
professional rugby league are higher than in some other contact sports. Aeromodeling â€” activity using
remotely controlled flying model aircraft not really a sport. The ball can touch the net anytime except during
the initial serve when serving team has one chance to repeat the serve. Kemari â€” Japanese traditional sport
with the aim to keep one ball in the air. Boardercross â€” a snowboard competition on a course similar to
motocross. There are no separate sides of the court. Crossbow Archery â€” an archery discipline in which a
crossbow is used instead of a regular bow. Biathlon, the combination of shooting and skiing, and modern
pentathlon, in which running and shooting are included with other events, are other examples of shooting
sports. Benchpress â€” the barbell bench press is one of three lifts in the sport of powerlifting. Fierljeppen â€”
contestants using a long pole, vault across a canal. In the US it is referred simply as football. Goalball â€” a
Paralympic sport for blind athletes using a ball with bells. Kilikiti â€” a traditional Tuvalu sport similar to
cricket. O Sports Obstacle Course Racing â€” an event requiring an athlete to run through a variety of different
obstacles. Archery â€” competitive archery involves shooting arrows at a target for accuracy from a set
distance or distances. Ice Hockey â€” a contact sport which is played on ice while wearing skates and using a
stick to hit a puck into a goal. As in lacrosse, the player carrying the ball can be hit, but no hits to the head or
back are permitted. Contact actions include tackling , blocking , sliding tackle association football and a whole
range of other moves that can differ substantially in their rules and degree of application. See Cue Sports. A
variation is Rink Bandy. Court Tennis â€” another name for Real Tennis. Laser Run â€” four legs of laser
pistol shooting followed by an m run. Irish Road Bowling â€” competitors attempt to take the fewest throws to
propel a metal ball along a predetermined course of country roads. Barrel Racing â€” a rodeo event where
participants and horses complete a clover-leaf pattern around barrels. Dressage â€” an equestrian sport in
which riders and horses perform from memory a series of predetermined events. Playing Field: There is only
one goal in Yakball.


